
Name: _________________________________ 

Spelling Words
D-30: Words With qu and squ

Spelling Words Review

squint

squash

squiggle

quarter

quail

question

squirm

squeeze

squirrel

squeak

quiver

quarrel

squat

inquire

quotation

bouquet

liquid

conquer

equator

quieter 

Earth

Honolulu

Harvard

Challenge

masquerade

aquarium 

 

Answer the following questions about your spelling words.   

1.   Which spelling word begins with a long vowel sound?                           _________________________

2.   Which spelling word begins with a short vowel sound?                           _________________________ 

3.   Identify the silent consonant in the word bouquet.                                 _________________________

4.   How many times do you hear the /k/ sound in the word conquer?      _________________________
                       

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.         a line that loops and curls in a random design                                  _________________________

6.  to fight or argue                                                                                      _________________________

7.  a twenty-five cent piece in U.S. currency                                           _________________________

8. a type of bird that resembles a partridge                                           _________________________
                 

     

Unscramble the spelling words.                      

9. qaukse  _________________________   hint: cheep; peep                 
     

10.      uhaqss   _________________________   hint: crush; flatten

11.      qatsu     _________________________   hint: crouch; sit on one's haunches    

12.      vuiqre    _________________________   hint: to tremble or shake     
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Name: _________________________________                         List D-30: Words With qu and squ

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

quieter squint squirrel liquid 

squirm question squeeze quotation

13.      Remember to use  ________________________  marks when you write dialogue between the    

           characters in your story.                    

14.     Ron's dog barked and tried to chase the  ________________________  up a tree. 
  

15.      The ice in the bucket turned into a pool of  ________________________  in the hot sun.   

16.      The school library is a  ________________________  place to study than the cafeteria.        

17. Camilla raised her hand to ask a  ________________________  at the end of class.           

18. My baby sister likes to wiggle and  ________________________  when someone is holding her. 

19. If you  ________________________  your eyes in the sunlight for too long, you might get a 

headache.         

20. John had to  ________________________  the tube of toothpaste to get the last bit of paste 

onto his toothbrush.       

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word does not contain an r-controlled vowel?     ____________________________
                     

22. Identify the review word that is the name of a planet.       ____________________________ 
      

23. Which review word contains two syllables?                            ___________________________
         

                     
24. Name the challenge word that makes the /kw/ sound.         ___________________________ 

             
                     

25. Identify the challenge word that makes the /k/  sound.                ___________________________
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           ANSWER KEY

Spelling Words
List D-30: Words With qu and squ

Spelling Words Review

squint

squash

squiggle

quarter

quail

question

squirm

squeeze

squirrel

squeak

quiver

quarrel

squat

inquire

quotation

bouquet

liquid

conquer

equator

quieter 

Earth

Honolulu

Harvard

Challenge

masquerade

aquarium

Answer the following questions about your spelling words.   

1.   Which spelling word begins with a long vowel sound?                           equator

2.   Which spelling word begins with a short vowel sound?                           inquire                  

3.   Identify the silent consonant in the word bouquet. silent t

4.   How many times do you hear the /k/ sound in the word conquer? two times
                    

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.         a line that loops and curls in a random design                                  squiggle

6.  to fight or argue                                                                                      quarrel

7.  a twenty-five cent piece in U.S. currency                                           quarter

8. a type of bird that resembles a partridge        quail
                 

     

Unscramble the spelling words.                      

9. qaukse          squeak        hint: cheep; peep                 
     

10.      uhaqss           squash         hint: crush; flatten

11.      qatsu             squat            hint: crouch; sit on one's haunches    

12.      vuiqre            quiver          hint: to tremble or shake     
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Name: _________________________________                         List D-30: Words With qu and squ

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

quieter squint squirrel liquid 

squirm question squeeze quotation

13.      Remember to use quotation marks when you write dialogue between the    

           characters in your story.                    

14.     Ron's dog barked and tried to chase the squirrel up a tree. 
  

15.      The ice in the bucket turned into a pool of liquid in the hot sun.   

16.      The school library is a quieter place to study than the cafeteria.        

17. Camilla raised her hand to ask a question at the end of class.           

18. My baby sister likes to wiggle and squirm when someone is holding her. 

19. If you squint your eyes in the sunlight for too long, you might get a headache.         

20. John had to squeeze the tube of toothpaste to get the last bit of paste onto his toothbrush.  

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word does not contain an r-controlled vowel?     Honolulu
                     

22. Identify the review word that is the name of a planet.            Earth           

23. Which review word contains two syllables? Harvard                   
               

                     
24. Name the challenge word that makes the /kw/ sound. aquarium         

 
        
25. Identify the challenge word that makes the /k/  sound. masquerade
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